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Abstract Variable optics structure 

High electron-positron collision luminosity in the energy 
range between .5 and 1.2 GeV seems desirable in view of the 
results from recent experiments on existing e+e- storage 
rings. The optical structure of a ring, 70 m long with a 
2.5 m bending radius is presented: low-! ins;rtFZn2, and va 
riable optics give a peak luminosity of 1.4x 10 cm s at top 
energy for &,,=,06; luminosity is designed to stay higher than 
1 .5x10300vcr the whole energy range, Design criteria,optical 
structure, apertures, lnjcctlon, RI- system, magnets and 
vacuum are described. 

Introduction 

Recent papers on ete- physice”2’3 show that a high lump 
nosity storage ring in the energy range from .5 to 1.2 Gev 

per beam could be an extremely interesting tool. 
In a previous paper4 we proposed the design of a 70 rn 

long variable optics storage ring, featuring ? luminosity vc~ 
sus energy ticprntience less steep tharl the E4 natural law. 

A second solution, in which control of beam size is dchie- 
ved by means of variable “kinks” in the orbit, is also being 
considered: a final choice between the two passlt)llltlc3s has 
not been made yet, since a large part of the project does not 
depend critically or the optical structure, Most of the mate- 
rial in this paper relers however to the (more advanced) VA- 
riable optics structure. 

Design luminosity IS presented for 5, (the “interaction pa- 
rameter) equal to .06: this value of f, is the maximum oneex 
pects to obtain, extrapolating from the Adone results. Expe- 
rience with other operating machines tells us however that 
the value of $, cannot be predicted to better than a factor 

-2, The luminosity curve, assuming 5,=.03 is therefore 
also shown (see fig. 1). 
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FIG.1 -Luminosity versus energy for EM=.06 and EM=.03 

The l/nriable optics structure (see ftg. 2) has a two-fold 
periodicity: further, each period is symmetric about its mid- 
point .~,ach quadrant has 6 indipendent quadrupoles and 2 ben 
ding magnets with field index n = .5. Given the smallness of 
the ring, it is not convenient to try and match low-! inscr- 
tions to a periodic structure, since this decreases the num- 
ber of available degrees of frrcdom; each ring quadrant is 
therefore considered to be an insertion , matched to the next 
one by symmetry only: in this way 4 ot the six degrees of free 
dom (strengths of quadrupoles) are used to control the beta-- 
tron wave numbers Q, and Q, and the betatron functions at 
the crossing point /JF and Br ; the fifth one (namely the 
strength of the quadrupole in between the two bending mag- 
nets) to control the emittance of the beam, and the sixth toop 
timire the behaviour of the optical functions along the ring. 
Fig. 3 shows the behaviour of B, , BZ , and the dispersion 
q for the two extreme configurations (li)w energy and high 

energy). 
The single beam cross-secticn is proportional to the opti 

cal parameter M* given by: 

M+ : [+qjJ*+ C[~.'12+2"t)l)'+~~'2jds 
J 

MAGNETS 

where a , /? , and y are the conventional ‘1 wl~sfunctlon~ 
and an asterisc indicates that the corresponding function IS 
computed at the crossing point. When the beams interact, the 
exact proportionality factor between M’ and the beamcross- 
section is not well known: beams blow up by different amounts 
depending on energy, and in a way that is essentially diffe- 
rent for every machine in operation. WC asqume however th;tt 
M* is still the scaling factor. 

By changing M’ we gain a factor of the order of 4 (at the 
low energy end of the operating range) with respect to the E4 
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FIG .2 - Schematic layout of the ring 
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optical law. The average luminosity power law is CC E 2.6 
; lf 

the optical model holds, luminosity 1s expected to behave as 
shown in Fig, 1, 

The maximum luminosity at top cncrgy is determined 
by the value of M’, by the maximum permlsslble Ilncar tune 
shift {, and by the maximum storable current. We have assu 
med for 5, the value of .06, consistent with the best results 
obtained with Adone at around 1 GcV , scaled to I bunch/beam 
operation. We also assume we can store 2x IO” (-+I50 mA) 
particles in (a single bunch. At the low energy end of the ope - 
rating range, the negatlvc lnfluencc on luminosity of a smal- 
ler 5, could be compensated for by further increasing M*, 
and thcrcforc the current, as Ieng as the aperture 1s suffi- 
cient lj7 ensure the required Ilfetlme. P’or E,,=.O6 and M*= 
.85 m the computed luminosity at top energy will be about 
1 .4x 103’ cmwv2s . * 

T-1 ; .4 - One quarter of the ring. “Kinks” version. 

At high energy all sections are powered, and the result- 
ing bending radius is 2.5 m. At low energy C.5 GeV) the two 
end sections of each magnet are switched off, and the center 
one bends the particles in a 1 m radius. A factor 2.5 on the 

product M’/Q , and therefore on the beam cross-section is 
obtained, Fig. 4 shows the schematic layout of one quadrant. 

Four quadrupoles are needed to control Q, , Q, , ,8! and 
,/?F. Four magnets per quadrant ensure a better focusing di- 

stribution. The focusing effect of each kink changes with ener 
gy: this can be taken care of by properly choosing the angle- 
of thr magnet end faces with respect to the central orblt. 

The best damping partition is obtained with zero field in- 
dex rectangular magnets: ln this case, however, since only 
vertical focusing 1s obtained, it is difficult to obtain Intercon 
netted high energy and low energy solutions. A compromise 
has been fQund with a field index n =0, and an end face angle 
of 5” for the center magnet. According to the existing theory, 
the luminosity obtained with this solution does not differ very 
much from the behaviour shown in Fig. 1. It is hoped, how- 
ever, that the increaseddamping will favourably affect the 
maximum tolerable value of 5, . The larger energy spread in 
trinsic in this method may of course be listed as a disadvan- 
tage. 
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FIG.3 - OptIcal functions /?,, p, and q for a ring quadrant, in 
the two extreme cases of high energy (1.2 GeV) and 
low :ncrgy ( .5 GeV). 

Kinks 

For large storage rings, where the bending field is ra- 
ther low, beam dimensions can bc easily controlled by means 
of wiggler magnets (e.g. PEP includes 11 m of wiggler) occu 
pying a small fraction of the total length of the ring. On the- 
ccntrary for a small ring such as A. 1.. A. the required wig- 
gler length would bc a sizeable fraction of the circumference. 
It seems more cconnmlc to dlvidc each bending magnet into 3 
scctlons that can be separately powered, so as to achieve a 
bending radius variable with energy (solutions based on kinks 
in the orbit have been proposed 1n5f6 1. 
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Injection 

Electron InJection can be made directly from our Linac in 
less than a minute.Dlrect positron injection would require so- 
me important modifications to the Linac. Else, a booster has 
to be used as an interface between the two machines. Present 
Linac parameters are shown In Tab. I: in order to keep injec 
tion time within acceptable limits, it is necessary to improve 
the positron beam characteristics: 
a) by increasing the positron peak current: this can be obtain 

ed by replacing the present gun with one capable of delive- 
ring an electron current -10 times larger in a much shor- 
ter pulse (~10 ns, which can be accepted by the A.L.A. 
RI; system); 

b) by the addition of an energy compressor to decrease the e- 
nergy spread of the positron beam to It 2%,. 
An injection time of the order of 10 minutes is expected 

assuming 100% efficient one turn injection: the minimum requl 
red ring horizontal aperture is in this case w 140 mm. 

Adone could be used as a booster: its low RF frequency, 
the possibility of injecting 3 bunches at the same time and its 
large aperture allow for an injection time of the order of 5 mi 
nutes with the Linac as it is now. The major drawback lsinter 
ference with other Adone experiments. We also considered the 
construclion of a small (350 MeV) dedicated booster, capable 



of bcingfill~ti (it a 25 It7 repetition rate, with single turn in- Vacuum system, Dislrlbuted pumping in5idc the hrndin~ II~~I!;- 
lection: the tnlcction time with the present I innc drops to 1-i-2 nets, turbomolecular and titanium locallrc~i pump\ arc pro~‘i- 
minutes. MOrCOVcI*, 11 Adonc or the dedicated booster arc us- -9 dcd to ensure an avcragr pressure of h 10 ‘l‘orr with btTrim: 
ted for posltr-ori in~ccl~ion, the required lrt~rizmtal ringapcrtu the pressure in the cxprrimcntnl SI rd~ght sect ion can he 111~111~’ 
TC 15 clt-tc~rlnlnl~(j ~111~1 by cilllldin~ beam operation and cnnbc a factor 10 better. 
rcducvd to k 120 [II~II . 

‘I‘A 13l,l-: I 

Improved I inns 
Adonc (2 u ) 
Dedicated boostct 
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2pcrturc. l.or colliding beam operation we require a free 
apcrturc of + 10a , plus a 10 mm closed orbit allowance *This 
:orrcspon(I\ tij 120 mm 11~ the hori;lontal plane and 55 mm In 
vertical .I fci tz0‘ister is used for injection, no extra aperture 
1s nccdcd . I hc quadrupolc diameter IS theretore 120 mm and 
the rnagnot gal) I\ 70 mm. 

ScxtupPlc~. The ~cxtupc7le strengths for correcting the ring 

chromaticity drc sm;111 (35 T//m2 max>. The effects of nonline 
arctics hnvc bct~n in\rcsigated using the tracking program 
TRALA: particles are tracked over a number of turns corre- 
s~)ondln~ t,\ PII~’ darnplnq tlmr’, but the effect of dampin? is not 

included. Fcr- a relative energy spread 6 times larger than 
the natural OI-IC, the tiiamctcr of the stable rcgldn in the x,7 

plane li nlllctl Iat ‘gc>r than thr vacuum ch,imbcr free aperture. 

RF system. ,\ 51 MHi, 250 Kl’olt , aluminium R 1. cavity under 

vacuum has been designed for A. I , A. Taking into account 
the powtlr 10s.~ for ~\~llChrotrcn radiation and the cavity loss- 
es (shunt IIII~C~~~III~C 1 Mfi ), the tctnl power required from 
the transmitter 15 -60 KW. Pig. 5 shows the prntotypc 
51 MHz RE cavity, 

Magnet system. The IL quadrupolcs and 8 magnets are lamina 
ted (glued laminations). The bending magnet core IS C-shap2 
for ease of assembly and accessibility to the vacuum chamber. 
The current density hds been cost-optimilcd and is 5 A/mm . 

1. I( - 5 - l’rototype ‘;I Mllz RF cavity. -7 0 

--__ _- .____ -_. _-_. .__” ..~ 
PARAME? I-K LIST (Variable optics) 

Energy (GcV) 5 *. .13 1.2 
.uminosity x lo3’icln2s-‘)(~M.0~~: .li .9 1 .L 
Stored current (mA> LO 150 150 
r .m. s. width at crossing (mm): 
aorizontal (zero coupling) .93 1 .49 1 .20 
vertical (full coupling) .2@ .32 ‘11 *ii 
longitudinal 43 95 11; 
-ifetimc (hours) lb 12 10 
Zenter of mass energy 
resolution (F WHM, McV) . .; ‘i I . Ii’ ‘1 , L;‘l 

-1rcumferencc cm) c -0 
Experimental straight section lcllqth Cm! 3.1 
IIorirontal betatron wavenumbcr \: .i 
Vertical betatron wavenumber ,: . 1 
llori7ontal betatron funitior <it ~.I‘Q\>II’~~ (III? 2 .i’ 
I’crticnl bctatron function at croising (,?I) il.2 
Dispersion at crossing (m) 0 : -1 
Momentum compaction .! + .2,: 
Inv<iri~t M* (m‘~ !2r-_ : .i J 
Natural horizontal chrornaliL~ity -[‘, :’ + -;. p 

Natural vertical chromaticity -.(I, - ..!, . 0 
RF trcc]uerrLy (NlI7) ) 1 . A! 

Maxlmum RF voltaqc (Kl’oltj 2 ‘,;7 

Total power from the transmitter (KW) ix) 
Shunt impedance (Mti) 1 
Rcntiing radius (1111 2.; 
Maximum bcntlinp ileld (‘1 1 1 .b 
Maximum quadrupolc gradient i I m 1 8 
Maximum sextupolc gradient (‘1 III* 1 3 5 
Magnet gap (mm) ‘, 0 
Quadrupolc free diameter imni i I “I’ 
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